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Assessment 
 

Through my interview with Mr. Aaron Kastner, I looked deeper into corporate 

partnerships in an attempt to figure out the process. This process became clear as the steps were 

laid out to me. With these steps, I can then utilize it for sponsors and partners for Catches for 

Cubs, my original work. It was eye opening, how the relations are not from organization to 

organization, they’re also internal as Mr. Kastner and Mr. Simler who was previously 

interviewed work together to meet brand objectives and secure partnerships. It was then detailed 

how the process of partnerships shifts from an initial business to business objective in obtaining 

the partnership, and then becomes business to consumer as both sides of the partnership look to 

meet their goals. This then affects me as there is a potential for a partner with the esteemed 
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Interactive Sports Group for Catches for Cubs. With this information I can first utilize 

business-to-business marketing techniques and then soon look to expand the fanbase of both 

Reedy Football and ISG, thus making it a Business to Consumer partnership. 

In addition to the effect the interview had  on Catches for Cubs, the main takeaway was 

the process. This process will be a great aid, only if my relationship and people skills are 

improved. Much of maintaining partnerships is through being an extroverted and great people 

person. Also in obtaining partnerships the main focus should be directed to the idea of initial 

pitch to closing. This idea will allow me to execute my past research on how to make a proper 

pitch to either ISG or other companies when looking for partners at ISG.  The information 

detailing the process is something I strongly agree with. I feel that even though my past research 

said otherwise, the best way to secure a partnership is showing how much you care, and how 

their objectives will be met. In the end a partnership isn’t desired unless both parties gain 

therefore, detail only the positives and how their objectives will be met, and slowly after the 

partnership is in place meet your own needs. In a way put all attention on them rather than 

yourself or your own company. 

Following the process Mr. Kastner informed me on how to maintain partnerships. The 

idea that stood out was the lengths at which teams such as the Cowboys will go to secure 

partnerships such as awarding free tickets or suites to  companies. These ways in which teams 

maintain the partnerships is something I must utilize even if my potential partnerships may only 

last for one event. Another marketing campaign technique is associating with something so big 

such as children’s hospitals or veterans. This could be something I would like to address in my 

marketing plan.  
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In summary the interview successfully detailed how to obtain and maintain partnerships. 

WIth this information I intend to utilize it in my partnership efforts for Catches for Cubs. The 

highlights of the interview were how Mr. Kastner connected his tasks in partnerships with that of 

my previous interviewee Mr. Joe Simler.  This essentially served as an in-depth follow up to my 

previous interview allowing me to understand corporate sponsorships better. Finally research can 

now be directed on the actual task of creating a partnership, such as with ISG. 


